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Abstract—Security is a crucial aspect of underwater acoustic
networks, that are often used in mission critical scenarios, such
as coastal surveillance, rapid environmental assessment and mine
countermeasure applications. The broadcast nature of the acous-
tic channel makes it vulnerable to a variety of attacks, such as
spoofing, men-in-the-middle and jamming. Moreover, the lack of
a standardized key distribution system makes data confidentiality
challenging. In this paper we investigate the use of quantum key
distribution (QKD) in underwater networks, in order to ensure
confidentiality and integrity of the communication.

While in the terrestrial domain the use of the one-time-pad
protocol (requiring the key length to be equal to the message
length) is limited by the low rate of the QKD rate compared to
the bitrate of radio transmissions, in the underwater domain the
limited bandwidth of the acoustic channel makes QKD a valid
approach also for the one-time-pad protocol. The system is tested
both with an emulator and a field test: results show that QKD
can be a valuable system to secure underwater acoustic networks.

Index Terms—Quantum key distribution, underwater acoustic
networks, DESERT Underwater.

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

Underwater Acoustic Networks (UANs) have been recog-
nized as an enabling technology for various applications in
the maritime domain, including prediction of natural disasters,
monitoring and maintenance of Oil & Gas pipelines and
offshore infrastructures, water quality assessment in bathing
and aquaculture sites, coastal erosion monitoring, and military
applications like coastal surveillance [1]. The broadcast wire-
less nature of the acoustic medium makes UANs vulnerable
to spoofing and Denial Of Service (DoS) attacks. Moreover,
UANs are often used in mission-critical scenarios (such as
coastal surveillance), hence a DoS attack can cause severe
damages not only to the equipment, but also to the safety of
the people. Nevertheless, security aspects of UANs started to
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be addressed only a few years ago, and are now a hot topic
in the research community [2].

The challenges imposed by the underwater acoustic channel,
characterized by low bandwidth, long propagation delay, low
bitrate and poor performance in case of shallow water trans-
missions and in the presence of shipping and wind noise [3],
make the use of security mechanisms used in wireless ter-
restrial networks impractical. In fact, DoS attacks can be
performed at different levels of the protocol stack. Jamming
attacks consist of a malicious node transmitting a strong signal
that causes interference at the receiver, preventing the correct
reception of the packets. While in terrestrial wireless networks
solutions based on frequency hopping are often applied, the
small bandwidth available in the underwater channel makes
solutions based on packet-level coding and randomizing the
packet transmission times the only ones applicable to UANs
scenarios (e.g., in [4] randomization parameters and strength of
the coding scheme are optimally selected with Game Theory).
The lack of standardization of the protocol stack does not
only cause interoperability issues, but is also a source of
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by replay, sinkhole, sibyl
and other resource exhaustion attacks [5]. In fact, research
groups and companies often develop their own Medium Ac-
cess Control (MAC) and routing algorithms by themselves,
and, although performing an enormous effort ensuring that
the network is fully operational in normal working conditions,
do not have enough resources to verify all possible security
aspects of the developed protocols. In addition to DoS attacks,
there are also important vulnerabilities on the integrity and
the confidentiality of the data. Specifically, the lack of a
key-distribution infrastructure and of standards for security in
UANs make the deployment of a secure underwater network
even more difficult. Recent studies propose a peer-to-peer key
generation system that uses the estimated channel impairments
as a shared secret to generate the keys [6], [7]. While this
method works quite well in a controlled environment, the time
varying nature of the acoustic channel makes the channel non-
reciprocal, hence the failure rate of this mechanism is quite
high, making it not directly applicable to date.

The recent advances in non-acoustic underwater commu-
nications, including magneto-inductive, radio frequency, and
optical [1], enable the possibility to establish short range
broadband links. In the case of optical communication, the use
of a collimated optical beam from transmitter to receiver would



prevent eavesdroppers from overhearing the communication.
On the other hand, water has strong intrinsic absorption, with
a minimum that is spectrally varying with the water condition.
Moreover, the crucial procedure of alignment of the receiver
with the transmitter is harder underwater than in free space,
and mechanisms akin to those used to align quantum signals
from Earth to satellites, between satellites [8], or between
airborne vehicles [9], should be employed. Nevertheless, long
range communication can be performed only with acoustic
modems, making underwater optical communication only suit-
able in the presence of mobile nodes, such as Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), that can use optical links as soon
as they approach a submerged node, acting as mules in data
retrieval or docking operations. Since optical communication
alone is insufficient in most maritime scenarios, such as
Intelligence gathering, Surveillance & Reconnaissance (ISR),
Mine Counter-Measures (MCM), and Rapid Environmental
Assessment (REA) [10], it is mostly used together with acous-
tic communication, hence forming an underwater multimodal
network [11]. These types of networks, however, are not
immune to eavesdropping and spoofing attacks, and possible
countermeasures should be analyzed.

The idea at the core of this work is to equip the under-
water communication with keys generated via Quantum Key
Distribution (QKD) [12]. QKD is a quantum communication
protocol allowing two parties to share the same key, that
can then be used for cryptographic applications, as secure
communication via One-Time-Pad (OTP) [13] or to feed
Advance Encryption Standard (AES) [14] modules which
require the refresh of a 128- or 256-bit long symmetric
key [15]. QKD is already commercially available for fiber
communication links [16], and has been demonstrated also
along free-space channels [17], [18] and satellite-to-ground
links [19]. It is worth noticing that there are also recent studies
in the literature investigating the possibility to realize quantum
communication and QKD exploiting different encodings with
underwater optical communication, as in [20]–[22], up to a
distance of 55 m.

The main contribution of this work is to show a demonstra-
tion result of the combination of underwater communication
with free-space QKD. In our scenario, depicted in Figure 1, we
assume a network composed of AUVs, Autonomous Surface
Vessels (ASVs), buoys, bottom nodes and ships. All the
nodes can exchange data with underwater acoustic or optical
modems, while surface nodes, including ASVs and buoys, can
also be equipped with quantum communication terminals for
QKD and, in principle, be able to deploy the keys to the other
nodes via directive optical communication links. A trusted
AUVs sent from the main ships can even be used to deploy
or update the key to nodes that are not in optical range with
surface nodes.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
the system architecture, including the QKD system, the un-
derwater network and the software interface between the two
components. Section III proves the effectiveness of the system
in an emulated environment, while the results of the field test
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Fig. 1. Scenario of interest, where ships deploy quantum keys in surface and
mobile nodes.
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Fig. 2. System Architecture, where Alice and Bob exchange a secure key
with QKD and then cipher and decipher the data before transmitting it through
the acoustic network.

demonstration are discussed in Section IV. Section V, finally,
concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section we present the system architecture (depicted
in Figure 2) developed to deploy a secure UAN: the complete
system is composed of an above water QKD mechanism
(Section II-A), an underwater network part (Section II-B), and
the interface between the two components, also responsible of
ciphering the data with the secure key (Section II-C). With this
structure, data can be securely transmitted through the acoustic
network as only the transmitter (Alice) and the receiver (Bob)
can decipher the messages. Other nodes in the network (e.g.,
a relay) can receive and forward the packets along the correct
route, but cannot decipher the original data.

A. Quantum Key Distribution Framework

QKD enables the creation of a shared secret bit-string
between distant parties, typically referred to as Alice and Bob,
which communicate through both a quantum channel and a
classical authenticated channel. The security of this process
relies on the principles of quantum mechanics, which prevent
the faithful copying of an unknown quantum state. Moreover,
any attempt by an eavesdropper, named Eve, to get information
about the exchanged quantum states can be revealed by
monitoring the noise in the quantum channel, the so-called
Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER). If the QBER exceeds a cer-
tain threshold, indicating potential eavesdropping, the protocol



is aborted. Otherwise, a partially correct and partially secret
key, named the raw-key, is established and shared between
Alice and Bob. To enhance privacy and correctness, classical
postprocessing algorithms, such as information reconciliation
and privacy amplification, are used on the raw key, leading to
the final secure key [12], [23].

The QKD system closely resembles the one outlined in [24],
implementing the 3-state efficient BB84 protocol [25] with
polarization modulation and the 1-decoy technique [26]. The
transmitter consists mainly of a 1550 nm laser emitting pulses
at a repetition rate of 50 MHz, an intensity modulator for
adjusting the mean photon number required for decoys, and a
polarization modulator based on the iPOGNAC scheme [27].
Subsequently, the pulses are attenuated below the single-
photon level using a variable optical attenuator before entering
the quantum channel. The electronic components are com-
posed of a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) with an FPGA and CPU,
with a detailed architecture description available in [28].

Post-generation, the attenuated laser pulses are directed to
the free-space system, which has already been successfully
used in the past for free-space QKD demonstrations in urban
environments and is described in greater detail in [29], [30].
It consists of two compact telescope terminals and a Pointing,
Acquisition and Tracking (PAT) system at the receiver, neces-
sary to ensure the coupling of the incoming laser beam into a
Single-Mode Fiber (SMF).

The free-space transmitter is equipped with a terminated
SMF fiber channel/physical contact (FC/PC) adapter, which is
mounted on a linear stage and positioned in the back focus of
a 2-inch (50.8 mm) lens. This arrangement aims to generate
a collimated beam with a waist of approximately 25 mm. In
addition, two extra beacon lasers—one operating at 980 nm
and the other at 1545 nm—are merged into the same SMF
using wavelength multiplexing. The fine-alignment process
between the free-space transmitter and receiver terminals takes
advantage of these two beacons and is implemented on the
receiver side.

The presence of an SMF at the receiver is crucial as it serves
as a spatial filter enabling operation in daylight conditions.
However, incorporating it in the system comes with certain
constraints on the design of the receiver terminal [31]. Adher-
ing to these limitations, the free-space receiver is optimized for
a maximum working distance of 1 km. It includes a 6× beam
reducer with a 2-inch aperture, followed by a fast-steering
mirror (FSM), and a dichroic mirror (DM) for separating the
980 nm beam from those in the telecom C-band (QKD signal
and 1545 nm-beacon). To address angle-of-arrival (AoA) fluc-
tuations in the incoming beam, the FSM is employed, utilizing
feedback from a position-sensitive detector (PSD) positioned
on the focal plane of a 300 mm lens. Meanwhile, the C-band
beams are directed to the FC/PC-terminated SMF.

After the fiber coupling, the receiver employs a time-
multiplexing scheme for state decoding, introducing an addi-
tional 3 dB of losses but significantly enhancing system com-
pactness and cost-effectiveness. The system features only one
InGaAs/InP single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD), specifi-

cally a PDM-IR from Micro Photon Devices S.r.l., providing
15% quantum efficiency. Time tags corresponding to photon
arrivals are recorded by a quTAU time-to-digital converter
from qutools GmbH and transmitted to a computer for sub-
sequent data processing. To further streamline architecture
requirements, the QKD system utilises the Qubit4Sync algo-
rithm [32] for time synchronisation between the transmitter
and the receiver, eliminating the need for a dedicated system
to distribute the clock reference.

Ultimately, a custom QKD key manager application is
deployed to oversee the management of shared secure keys and
distribute the identical set of keys to the relevant applications
at the communication endpoints. The APIs are specified in
accordance with the ETSI GS QKD 004.

B. Underwater Network Protocol Stack

The DESERT Underwater Framework [33] is a complete
suite of protocols for underwater networks. This open-source
tool can be used to build the desired network protocol stack
and test it in simulation, emulation and sea trials. In fact, in ad-
dition to the various models available to simulate the physical
propagation in different sea conditions, real modems can be
plugged to DESERT in place of the simulated physical layer,
hence the same network configuration tested in simulation can
be used in real networks. DESERT can also be used with
modem emulators, in order to verify the correct operation of
the network before the sea trial. Following a layered structure
similar to the ISO/OSI standard, its protocol stack is usually
composed of five main components, namely:

• the application layer(s), generating the data;
• the transport layer (usually UDP-like), that forwards the

received packets to the correct application;
• the network layer, that sets the path followed by the

packets to reach the proper destination;
• the MAC layer, that orchestrates the channel access and

ensures that the packet reaches the next hop on the route;
• the physical layer, that sets the rate, the bandwidth,

modulation and coding schemes, etc.
A simulated channel is then used to compute the propagation
delay between the transmitter and the other nodes in the net-
work. At the physical layer, then, the bit error rate is computed,
observing path loss, noise and interference. In simulation, an
event-based scheduler is used, and the time requested for a
simulation run depends on the number of events and not on
the simulated time. On the other hand, for the sea experiment a
realtime event scheduler is used: this scheduler is synchronized
with the clock of the computing unit (e.g., a laptop or a pc
on-board) used in the sea test. Given that in this paper we
focus on emulations and field experiments, some additional
modules are introduced to convert the packets generated by
the network simulator to actual packets transmitted by real
modems. Specifically, the final DESERT stack used in the
underwater network is structured as follows:

• Application layer: UwApplication is used to transmit
real data generated from an external application (con-
nected via socket to UwApplication). The data is



encapsulated in packets with a fixed size and generated
with a fixed period.

• Transport layer: UwUDP, a UDP-like transport layer that
delivers the packet to the proper process at the destination
with a best effort policy.

• Network layer: UwStaticRouting, where the routing
table of every node is known at deployment time.

• MAC layer: UwCSMA-Aloha, a carrier sensing MAC
layer inspired by Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA).

• Adaptation layer: UwAL is used to serialize and deserial-
ize all the packets, converting them in a format that can
be transmitted in the real channel.

• Physical layer: UwEvologicsS2C, software drivers that
interface DESERT with the Evologics S2C modems.

C. Secure UANs

The security aspects of the communication are implemented
through a Python script at the application level, in order to
ensure confidentiality and integrity of the data being sent.
Confidentiality is obtained by using OTP, a well known block
cipher that under the Claude Shannon conditions [34] can
achieve perfect secrecy. Message integrity, instead, is reached
by means of a checksum, described in [35], that is ciphered
and appended after the end of the payload of a packet.

The script works in two phases that mimics our scenario of
interest, presented as follows.

1) An initial key setup phase where each application con-
nects with its respective QKD key manager entity and
obtains one OTP.

2) Once every application has obtained the required key,
it detaches itself from the QKD infrastructure network,
connects to DESERT Underwater and begins transmis-
sion or reception activities.

We recall that perfect secrecy can be obtained with OTP as
long as the same portion of the key is used to cipher the
data being sent only once. In our scenario the nature of the
communication between the underwater nodes is characterized
by messages of fixed size and a best effort policy for packet de-
livery. Specifically, given that the underwater acoustic channel
often has a high Packet Error Rate (PER), a 16-bit index iotp
indicating which block of the OTP is used to cipher the packet
payload is used. Although iotp is sent unciphered and can
in principle be modified by a malicious forwarder, the 16-bit
checksum inserted at the end of the payload and then encrypted
before the transmission is computed using also iotp in order to
ensure data integrity. The structure of the application packet
is summarized in Figure 3.

i_otp payload | crc(i_otp|payload)

clear ciphered

Fig. 3. Application packet structure.
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Fig. 4. System Architecture with emulated quantum key distribution and
emulated acoustic modems.

III. EMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we test the secure architecture presented in
Section II using an acoustic modem emulator. The Evologics
S2C acoustic modems come with an emulator called S2C
DMACE [36], provided by the manufacturer for testing all
software components before actual deployment. We aim to
simulate an underwater channel with two pairs of nodes
communicating. Each pair has a pre-shared cryptographic key,
mimicking the keys that will be generated by the QKD devices
in the field test. The system setup, including pre-shared QKD
keys and emulated acoustic modems, is shown in Figure 4.

A. Scenario and Settings

In the emulated scenario, depicted in Figure 5, we assume
two ships to first exchange one OTP for each data stream
(phase 1). By definition, each OTP shall be as long as the
data that will be transmitted by the underwater nodes. In
this use-case scenario, Alice (A) and Bob (B) are located
on ship 1, while Carol (C) and Dave (D) on ship 2: after
phase 1 terminates, A and C will share a common OTP, named
OTP_AC, to exchange secure data between each other, while B
and D will share the key OTP_BD. Then, in phase 2, the two
ships will deploy the nodes under water. After deployment,
A and B can transmit secure data to C and D, respectively.
Therefore, even if Eve (E), a potential eavesdropper, tries to
overhear the channel, they will not be able to get the original
content transmitted by A and C.

B. Results

The emulation experiments allowed to test each component
of the system architecture, as well as to test our scenario of
interest in a controlled environment. The final emulation was
executed on a desktop PC connected to DMACE, with one
instance of DESERT and one ciphered application running for
each node in the scenario. All applications were connected
to the same QKD emulator, that distributed pregenerated keys
to each node. Each application was configured to send 100
packets with 20 B of payload each, for a total of 2200 B
ciphered with OTP sent in each communication stream.
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Fig. 5. The two phases of the emulated scenario, with QKD performed in
phase 1 (1) and secure data exchange between submerged nodes in phase 2
(2), where nodes A and B transmit secure data to C and D, while E cannot
understand the data as it lacks the key.

(a) Transmitter’s log. (b) Receiver’s log.

Fig. 6. Communication sample between two nodes. Packet 102’s corruption
is detected at the receiver’s side.

To test the correctness of the checksum check algorithm,
we decided to modify the behavior of the transmitter by
making it corrupt a portion of some packets selected according
to a uniform random variable. Specifically, a packet to be
transmitted was corrupted with a probability of 10%: this
allowed us to mimic the presence of an attacker corrupting
packets without the need to set up a third malicious node.
In Figure 6 it is possible to see a meaningful extract of the
communication: the received data is successfully deciphered
by the application with the exception of the packet corrupted
by the transmitter, which failed the checksum as expected.

As shown in Figure 7, increasing the payload size is useful
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Fig. 7. Relationship between payload size and overhead.
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Fig. 8. Size of OTP key and its generation time for supporting a mission
deployment of a certain duration with different traffic generation rates.

Fig. 9. Deployment area in the Bacchiglione River, Padova, Italy.

in reducing the impact of the application header overhead, but
with the consideration that the final packet size, that includes
also the DESERT header, does not surpass the 64 B maximum
size of the Evologics’ instant messages.

Finally, Figure 8 depicts the size of the OTP key to support
up to one month of mission duration, considering different
traffic generation rate of the acoustic nodes, assuming that
QKD has an average generation rate of 1 kbit/s. While in
terrestrial networks the traffic rate usually prevents OTP from
being used, the nature of underwater networks, where the
packet generation rate is typically very low, OTP can still be
used in some practical scenarios.

IV. RIVER TEST

After the emulation, the complete system was deployed in
a river test, to prove that the presented concept works also
in a real environment. While in emulation we tested a more
complex network, in the river test we deployed only two
underwater nodes and one eavesdropper, as this was the min-
imal setup required to test QKD and prove that the proposed
paradigm works in a real deployment. The rest of this section
is structured as follows: Section IV-A presents the deployment
setup, while the results are discussed in Section IV-B.



(a) QKD Station at Alice’s side. (b) Bob.

(c) Alice. (d) Eve.

Fig. 10. Some pictures of the deployment in the Bacchiglione River.

A. Deployment area

The system deployment was performed on the 18th of
January 2024 in the Bacchiglione River in Padova, Italy.
The area of the river used for the test (Figure 9) is 37 m
wide and has a depth between 2 and 4 meters. The test
was performed during a cold rainy and windy day, in order
to prove the effectiveness of the proposed solution also in
non-ideal conditions.. The underwater channel was realized
with EvoLogics S2C 18/34 acoustic modems used with the
DESERT Underwater framework. The two QKD stations,
described in Section II-A, were installed on the two sides of
the river, one close to the pedestrian and bicycle bridge and
one close to the jetty of the Rari Nantes rowing association:
the distance between the two QKD devices was 150 m. The
authenticated classical channel for the QKD protocol was
realized with two Radio Frequency (RF) antennas. A and B,
the two underwater nodes, were deployed from the the Rari
Nantes rowing association’s jetty (Figure 10b) and the bridge
(Figure 10c), respectively, and got the OTP from the QKD
device closer to their location. The distance between A and B
was approximately 140 m. The obtained keys were deployed
to the nodes A and B equipped with the underwater modems,
emulating the key distribution from the two main ships to
the underwater nodes before their deployment. Finally, the
underwater nodes were able to establish secure communication
links thanks to OTP.

E is a malicious mobile node that was deployed from
a Mascareta (the typical Venetian rowboat in Figure 10d)
and initially located close to B. Then, it moved around the
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Fig. 11. Summary of the performance of the QKD system in terms of
Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) and Secret Key Rate (SKR). Dashed lines
are the average values, which are 2.45%, 2.18% and 1.45 kbps for the QBER
in Z basis, QBER in X basis, and SKR respectively.

deployment area. E does not have any key, therefore cannot
decode the data but can still overhear the channel. In this
scenario, E represents a classical eavesdropper who operates
solely on the classical channel secured by the QKD shared
keys, without any interference on the quantum channel. The
absence of Eve on the quantum channel is guaranteed by the
fact that the QKD protocol does not abort after the parameter-
estimation phase [12], [23].

B. Results

During the demonstration, the QKD system successfully
generated 2.2 Mb of secure key within a 30-minute generation
timeframe. Fig. 11 illustrates the performance of the QKD
system. The overall estimated channel losses were 15 dB and
the average QBER was 2.45% for the Z basis and 2.18% for
the X basis.

For what concerns the underwater network, we performed
three batches of experiments. In each batch we performed two
transmissions of 200 packets carrying a payload of 20 B each,



(a) Alice’s log.

(b) Bob’s log.

(c) Eve’s log.

Fig. 12. Sample output at the three nodes during one of the experiments.

with an application generation traffic of 38.4 b/s. The first OTP
key requested was previously exchanged by the QKD nodes
in our laboratories, since we were unsure that the weather
conditions would prove favorable for an outdoor exchange,
and was used for the first two batches. In the last batch we
were able to use a new OTP key exchanged on site.

The experiments proved successful, with Figure 12 show-
casing the different nodes outputs. Alice (Figure 12a) and Bob
(Figure 12b) were able to securely exchange data, while Eve
(Figure 12c) was only able to detect the presence of a commu-
nication. Surprisingly, the measured channel conditions were
ideal, with a measured PER of 0% for all the experiments.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we presented a secure architecture for under-
water acoustic networks, where a quantum channel is used to
distribute OTP keys between nodes before deployment. The
proposed architecture has been evaluated both in an emulated
environment and in a river test. The demonstration allowed
to asses the actual key exchange needed for secure commu-
nications in the UAN network in different configurations and
levels of data traffic. In this paper we showcased how QKD can

be used to secure underwater acoustic communication links,
highlighting how this system can practically be used in ISR
and REA scenarios, moving a step forward towards secure
underwater wireless networks.
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